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Health

Indian temple helps nurture
‘extinct’ turtle back to life
HAJO: The black softshell turtle is officially
extinct in the wild, but a centuries-old Indian
temple and its nature-loving caretaker are
helping the creature make a tentative comeback. The northeastern state of Assam was
once rich in freshwater turtles, but habitat loss
and over-exploitation — they were once a
popular local food — have massively depleted
their population.
The black softshell turtle was declared
extinct in the wild in 2002 by the International
Union for Conservation of Nature, while the
Indian softshell turtle and the Indian peacock
softshell turtle are classified as vulnerable. But
all the while, the pond of the Hayagriva Madhav
temple in the Hajo pilgrimage centre has provided a safe haven, thanks to the sacred status of
turtles protecting them from harm. “There are
plenty of turtles in the temple pond,” said
Jayaditya Purkayastha, from conservation group
Good Earth.
The group has teamed up with the temple
authorities in a breeding program. “The population of the turtle in Assam has gone down by a
great extent. So we thought we needed to intervene and do something to save the species from
extinction,” he said. In January his organization’s
first batch of 35 turtle hatchlings, including 16

black softshells hand-reared at the temple, was
released into a nearby wildlife sanctuary.
A key figure is the caretaker of the temple
pond, Pranab Malakar, who long before environmentalists became involved took a keen interest
in the turtles’ wellbeing. “I used to take care of
them as I like them. Later, after I became associated with Good Earth, it became my responsibility,” he said. “No one harms them here as they
are incarnations of Lord Vishnu (a Hindu deity).
I was born and grew up here. We have been
seeing the turtles since our childhood. People
respect them,” he said.
Malakar collects eggs laid by the turtles on
the sandy banks of the pond — a new concrete
bank had to be demolished a few years ago —
and gingerly puts them into an incubator. The
project has been so successful that Good Earth
has identified 18 other temple ponds in the area
which could also be used for similar initiatives.
But it is not without its challenges. For one thing,
some of the hundreds of daily visitors to the
temple outside Guwahati throw bread and other
food to the turtles — which they clearly like.
“This has triggered some biological changes
among the turtles in the pond. They have also
lost their natural tendency of hunting for food,”
Purkayastha said. — AFP

Indian students hope to set
example on plastic recycling

HAJO: Turtle caretaker Pranab Malakar holds a turtle
near the pond at Hayagriva Madhava temple. — AFP

CHENNAI: Armed with bags full of discarded plastic, students at a school in
north-east India are hoping to set a
precedent by helping the planet - and
getting free tuition. The Akshar Forum
school in Pamohi in Assam state in northeast India encourages pupils to bring in
at least 20 pieces of plastic waste every
week in exchange for free schooling.
For despite a ban on single use plastic
across many Indian states, it continues to
be widely used with thousands of tons of
plastic waste generated daily that is
dumped in streets, drains or landfill,
according to the Central Pollution Control.
Mazin Mukhtar, school co-founder, said
they came up with the idea this year of
collecting plastic waste to turn into eco
bricks to use in construction, which could
also help students earn some money and
keep them out of manual child labour.

“Initially parents did not comply and
thought it was very strange that we were
asking for their trash,” Mukhtar said in a
telephone interview. “Now everyone
sends plastic waste.” Amarjyoti Kashyat,
head of Guwahati-based charity Environ
that works on solid waste management,
praised the project as a “very positive and
unique initiative”. “These are problems
created by us and there is no proper system for management of plastic waste.
These children are teaching their parents
and that is the first step,” he said.
Teenager Prasanta Rangshal carries an
extra bag to school every other day,
packed with old plastic packets and wrappers. Before joining the school three years
ago, Rangshal, 14, worked in the stone
quarries near his home having dropped
out of education at the age of nine to help
support his grandmother. — AFP

